Click & Collect Module - Enhancements for India
Current Situation 1. C&C today is another carrier on Webstore. It is not configured through the
module
2. In the current C&C module, Lead Time is not configurable for each store
3. There is no option to define store catchment in the current module. All the
4. Store RLs blind on the number of C&C orders to be dispatched for the store
5. Store are not aware of the number of C&C orders to be received at the store
6. Manual update of orders after reception
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Required Solution Enhancements on the Existing Module
1. Lead time configuration for each store
Option to configure a different lead Time for each Store ● If the complete order is available in store, propose a specific lead time based on
fulfillment from store
● If part of the order or complete order is unavailable, propose lead time for
fulfillment from warehouse (configurable for each store)

2. Order to be pushed to the right fulfillment centre
● Orders which are completely available in store should not be pushed to BO.
These orders need to be in a specific status that is not pushed to BO
● Orders which are not available in store partially or completely to be pushed to the
warehouse. These orders to have a different status & to be pushed to BO
3. Notification for store team when they receive an order
● A field to configure an email ID for each store on which a notification email
should be sent whenever a C&C order to be fulfilled from store is placed
4. Store list to be shown as per store catchment
● Only the stores for which the delivery pincode is in the catchment should be
shown on Click of “Select Store”
● All the stores in the catchment, to be in order of ascending lead time
● With a “ All Other Stores” button at the bottom, on click of which all the stores to
be shown

5. UI Changes a. Update In Store Withdrawal your order starting from 2 hours to
“Pickup from Store store”
Update Get it delivered free to every Store Store to
“Collect for free from all the Store”

B. Remove the store list (highlighted in red) once the store is selected. Add a button for
“Other Stores” at the bottom for the customer to select any other stores

C. Delivery time against Click&Collect option to be changed to Delivery Time - Check against the store you wish to pick the order from

3. Order Statuses 1. Initial status after the order is placed is CC Relay

